Installation Guide: 48” & 72” DOOR PULLS

3/8" DRILL HOLE
2 PLCS

THRU BOLT

OPTIONAL DISC BASE

BEVEL

SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW

TIGHTEN SET SCREW FROM BOTTOM (2x)

SURFACE MOUNT

OPTIONAL DISC BASE

BEVEL

WOOD SCREW

3/8" DRILL HOLE
2 PLCS

TIGHTEN SET SCREW FROM BOTTOM (2x)

BACK-TO-BACK

5/32" SOFTWOOD
11/64" HARDWOOD
2 PLCS

OPTIONAL DISC BASE

BEVEL

WOOD SCREW

3/8" DRILL HOLE
2 PLCS

WHEN NOT USING THE OPTIONAL DISC BASE, SCREW SHOULD BE TIGHTENED UNTIL BEVEL IS FLUSH TO DOOR

- DO NOT DIG INTO DOOR -

36" C-C for 48”
OR
60" C-C for 72”

36" C-C for 48”
OR
60" C-C for 72”

36" C-C for 48”
OR
60" C-C for 72”

36" C-C for 48”
OR
60" C-C for 72”

OPTIONAL DISC BASE

MACHINE SCREW

DECORATIVE CAP

THREAD WASHER